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How fast can it go? What's does it cost? Are air
conditioning and stereo optional? Frankly, who
cares? The Swedish Corda is no prosaic workhorse
offered to us as a means to get to work or cruise the
boulevard or fly low over the countryside.
Forget purpose. The Corda simply is. An idea
Wolfgang Rabe had that he sketched in chalk on
his shop floor and brought to life.

At $12,000 a copy Rabe does not seriously consider
getting rich on the likes of you and me. He was
driven by a more rudimentary impulse. Madness
maybe, or love. Don't think about it. Turn to Page
25 and examine the Corda in detail photos, then
look over Krauser's Domani on Page 27. The future
is here today.
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Notes from the President......

RALLY TIME -
BUELLTON, CALIF,

We're all looking forward to
meeting lots of you folks. It will be
a real pleasure having Colin
Bembridge and his wife coming
over from England. Colin is a very
active person in sidecar events in
the U.K. and Europe and has been
in the Federation of Sidecar Clubs
(U.K.) for over twenty years.

I've had several talks with Colin
while in England and by phone
regarding how we can best serve
our members. Here in the states and
Canada, the USCA has by far the
largest membership - thousands!
We do have limits on covering
certain parts of our sport - techni-
cal, road test, etc. - but we are
working on all of these. It is still
the same old story with some of our
sidecar manufacturers and distribu-
tors: nothing on press releases.

Even after personal phone calls
requesting brochures, photos, gen-
eral info for printing in the Sidecar-
ist, I get this ho-hum answer. So
members, if you feel like your side-
car is not being shown, or new
products are not in the industrial
news section or in some sort of
feature, please write or call that
sidecar manufacturer or distributor.
Tell them you'd like to see their
stuff in the Sidecarist - and how
come they're not sending info in. It
would help. Thanks.

The United Sidecar Association
goals have always been simple and
basic: the betterment of the sport;
set safety standards; get news to its
members, and much more. We are
affiliated with several clubs, Cana-
dian sidecar club, The Third Wheel,
and even a privately owned maga-
zine called Hack'd by Jim Dodson.
As far as I'm concerned, everybody
is welcome in the USCA.

How else can you expect this
great sport to grow? It takes new
people and new ideas; being united
in a cause is the best! So being
affiliated is a good idea.

Received a copy of John
Procter's new newsletter from En-
gland (nice). Good luck, John.

Doug Bingham
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USCA ALAN PARKER (NOT
PALMER) APRIL FOOLERY

(Entries in this contest continue to pour in at
presstime. There are so many winners that each
one's share of the prize hat may be large enough
to divert the sun's harmful rays and the rain's icy
droplets from only a single hair follicle.)

Dear Sidecarist:
Yes, the man in the picture is Alan Parker.

My, I need a hat bad, thank you.

Bruce Shaeffer Evansdale, Iowa

Dear USCA,
The man in the photograph standing by his

Harley motorcycle and sidecar is Alan Palmer.

Robert Salmon

Hawthorne, Calif.

USCA contest:
Australian sidecarist's name is: Alan Par-

ker.

William J. Grochowalski, Maybee, MI
48159

Letters
USCA contest:

The name is Alan Parker (not Palmer).

On page 18 a magazine called Hack'd is
mentioned. Is that American or foreign?

Thanks,

Lionel Mattos, Sunnyvale, Calif. 94087

Lionel:
Hack’d is an American magazine.

To Whom It May Concern,
Please advise me why I have not received

my 1986 membership card.

Thank you,

Mrs. Terry L. Hicks, Onalaska, Wisconsin

P.S. Alan Parker. (It ain't Palmer.) Answer is
Alan and Pam Parker featured in the Jan-Feb.
1986 issue. I'll take a large hat. Thanks,

USCA contest:
The smiling handsome rascal is Alan Parker

of Pambula Beach, Australia.

Dennis Willoughby Tuscola, Illinois Re-
garding

USCA contest:
I was very interested in his article on chang-

ing his H-D over to air as I would like to do the
same to my 1983 FLHT, but need info on how to
go about it. Would appreciate any help you could
give me.

Looking forward to receiving hat. Hope I'm
one of 1st 2000. So I don't have to share.

Enjoy reading Sidecarist. Keep up the good
work.

Leland Purkis, Marysville, Mich. Hello
Winston,
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Hello Winston
The April USCA contest "Do you know this

man?" Alan Parker.

Sincerely,

Lockwood Doench, Cincinnati, Ohio

Editor:
Boy oh boy, you guys will do anything to

get response from this silent member.

That ol’ stick in the picture sure looks s like
Alan Parker. You know, even the picture looks
just like the one in the Jan/Feb '86 issue. I know,
I know, you just wanted to see how many of us
save the back issues.

For the first time in the past twelve years,
I'm going without (sidecar, that is). Better Half
and I have got a trip planned for the promised
land (CA, of course) first week in June. I haven't
made a sidecar rally yet and looks like I missed
another one out there.

Really glad to see some pictures and brief
info on sidecars from the manufacturers in The
Sidecarist.

Sincerely,

Lyle L.Hamman Colorado Springs, CO

Hi there, to USCA contest:
Yes, I know this man; he is Alan (Don't call

him Palmer) Parker, Australian sidecarist and his
1983 Harley-Davidson Tourglide with H-D
Classic sidecar, after he did a "creditable job" to
rebuild and fit the sidecar on the left side suitable
for Australia.

K. von Engelhardt Port Richey, Florida

USCA (contest):
Alan Parker.

LeRoy Sauder Lancaster, PA. 17603

Letters
SOMEBODY ACTUALLY
READS DR. FUDDLEDUM
Dear Hal,

In reference to your article in the Jan-Feb. issue of
the Sidecarist magazine, I have a suggestion which
may be of interest to you and other members in setting
up a sidecar rig.

By using two strings, a plumb bob and a rule, the
set-up can be made easily and with more accuracy than
by the 2 x 4 straight edge method described.

1. Place one string tightly between two supports at axle
height and as close to the motorcycle as possible
without touching any part.

2. Adjust the string supports until the distances between
the string and front and rear wheel rims are equal.
Measure at both front and rear of each rim (take into
ac-count if front rim is different size than rear).

3. With string set exactly parallel with front and rear
wheels, use a plumb bob to drop the line position to
the concrete floor front and rear.

4. Place the second string tightly between two supports
at axle height and as close to the sidecar wheel as
possible without touching any part of the sidecar.

4 Adjust string supports until string is equal distance
from front and rear of sidecar wheel rim.

5. With string exactly parallel with sidecar rim, use a
plumb bob to drop line position to concrete floor.

6. Using the marks on the floor, you can low check for
proper toe-in.

7. Lean out of the motorcycle can be checked by using
a plumb bob as a vertical reference. (Check floor to
make sure the rig is setting on a level surface.)

I have used this string method in aligning wheels
on a number of solo and sidecar rigs with good results.

As Dr. Fuddledum says, "The straightest
line between two points is a stretched string.

Cliff Pease, Virginia Beach, VA.
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WORST  HAZARD  IS
MANDATORY  PROTECTION

I am prompted to write by the report which
appeared in the March '86 issue of The Sidecarist
titled "Cost of Orthopedic Injuries Sustained in
Motorcycle Accidents." While the data looks
sound, I think the course of action recommended
by the author is potentially very dangerous to the
freedom of all of us, motorcyclists or not.

Given that motorcycle accidents are a
disproportionate number of vehicle accidents
overall, that these accidents further represent a
much higher rate of severe injury, that most of
the motorcyclists are uninsured, and that their
medical bills are thus usually paid by the public,
the authors advocate mandatory helmet laws,
proof of insurance, and mandatory safety training
for motorcyclists. There are two things I don't
like about this train of argument.

First, this is the same argument which,
carried to its logical conclusion, leads to the
outlawing of various activities which are a
menace mostly to the participants. Why not save
all the trouble of special licencing, helmet law
enforcement, etc., and outlaw two-wheelers
entirely?

Secondly, the authors correctly point out
that the public domain has a right to protect itself
from excessive costs in one area, as the larger
responsibility is to all of us. But the authors are
suggesting helmet legislation which would
restrict the freedom of all motorcyclists to protect
the public domain from actions of a segment of
riders, admittedly a majority. I ride with a hel-
met; I happen to think it's stupid not to. I carry
the mandatory liability insurance, and would love
to carry health insurance but can't afford it right
now. Howeve I don't see why somebody who
does carry full insurance shouldn't be able to do
what they please as regards to headgear. If
anybody pays it will be them or the person stupid
enough to hit them.

If I ran an insurance company, I would have
two different rates for motorcyclists. The basic

Letters
rate would provide coverage except in a case
where it could be proved that the cyclist or
passenger were not wearing helmets, in which
case liability would be kept but medical coverage
would be automatically void. A more expensive
coverage would be available for those who
wished to be protected regardless of circum-
stances.

Driver training for motorcyclists and auto-
mobilists is a good idea. Every time I go down to
the D.M.V. I see people getting licenced who are
not, in my opinion, competent to drive. I'd like to
see the requirements for full licencing made
stricter. Maybe then it would make sense to raise
the speed limit again.

I read The Sidecarist at a friend's house. I
don't have a rig but his Neval is so much fun I
just might get one some day. (After insurance!)
Keep up the good work!

Sincerely,

Wilma Keppel, Stockton, Calif.

YOU SURE CAN'T FOOL A
MAN FROM MISSOURI
Dear Doug,

What is this Shadcarist bit?!? Does this
mean since we use a hack we look like a salted-
down herring or a plain sucker?

Regarding your notes from the president on
comparing clubs: I joined the GWRRA last fall,
and so far I've not received the first magazine
from them. I am beginning to think I won't.

Anyway, when I joined USCA I received
that month's plus one month back issue. When I
joined AMA it took four months to get a maga-
zine. I think we have a very nice USCA maga-
zine.

Sincerely,

Leslie L. McCoig L Aurora, Missouri
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FIRST 30 MILES HOME
WERE DIFFERENT USCA;

I enjoy The Sidecarist magazine very well,
it is very informative to me since I just started
sidecaring. Last year, I purchased a new Auburn
sidecar featured in Sidecarist. I rode my
Goldwing Interstate out to the factory, and they
mounted it for me and I rode it home the same
day. Boy oh boy, the first 30 miles home were
sure different. Could only go 25 or 30 miles an
hour. The first couple of right handers were
really a bad experience. I have 5,000 miles on the
car so far, and I really enjoy riding, now. Keep up
the good work and a fine magazine.

Yours,

Derald Houk Gilead, Ohio

CREDIT TO GO WHERE
CREDIT IS DUE
Dear Winston:

I appreciate all the space you devoted to my
letters in the March, 1986 issue of The Sidecar-
ist. However, you did not give appropriate credit
to the authors of the article entitled, "Cost of
Orthopaedic Injuries Sustained in Motorcycle
Accidents." I would appreciate it if you stated in
a future issue that the article was authored by
Timothy Bray, M.D.; Robert Szabo, M.D.; Laura
Timmerman; Lester Yen, M.D.; and Michael
Madison, Ph.D.

Also please mention that this article ap-
peared in the November 1, 1985 edition of the
Journal of the American Medical Association,
Vol. 254, No. 17, pp. 2452-2453. I don't want
anyone to assume that this information was mine.

Keep up the good work.

Sincerely,

Mitchell L. Goldflies, M.D.

Letters / JSC

Translation: This summer is hot. Don't you
have any trouble with your health? I'm

enjoying good health.

JAPAN SIDECAR
COMMUNITY HAPPENINGS

(Shown above is the September 1985 JSC
newsletter. Emiko Ohno, a young student of
English in Sapporo, Japan, translated a few
articles for us which she thought might be inter-
esting to American readers. Emiko's somewhat
literal interpretation may give you an idea of how
enthusiasts another country enjoy our mutual
interest, sidecaring - WB)
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KEN OTUKI EUROPE GP
REPORT

Top rider makes a perfect engine in their
benchroom all day during the off season, so that
they can keep the engine in best condition from
the first race and get the advantage. Mr. Kunano
hadn't had his benchroom but he made it last
year. Hope he will win.

Riders live at the paddock for five days at
the race in the case of the abroad race. So it has a
shower, restroom, water and electric service. If
you'd like to use warm shower, the best time is
before 6:00 a.m. or during the race or past 2:00
a.m. (because many people use it at the same
time, the shower will turn cold.) The problem
was a switchboard. He didn't understand how to
draw electric current from it. And then a rider
come to draw currrent and he helped him, but the
compressor didn't work. He was confused again.
He thought the three cords were wrong but he
was afraid to touch them because 500v electric
was coming through them. He didn't wish to be
killed by an electric shock. In that place the rider
came again as their compressor also didn't work
and he asked him again. To his surprise, the
person changed the cords that were flowing great
electric.

Riders take showers only a few times during
the race. He had another problem, shorts. At first
he changed them everyday and washed away a
new one. He asked advice from another person.
The person said, "Don't change." What he
learned in Europe at first was "Don't change
shorts everyday." Once he had not taken a
shower for seven days, but he felt not so bad
because European climate is dry, not like the
Japanese climate which is rather wet.

The wash pile up in his camper during the
practice and the race, and the first things when he
arrives at the meeting place of the race is the
washing, not to adjust the machine!

JSC Report
85 NAKAYAMA EXCITING
SUNDAY

This summer, on August fourth, the race
"Exciting Sunday" took place at Nakayama,
Japan. 150 motorcycles including 20 sidecars
participated. Summer race seems to be hot every
year.

The types of sidecar include 10 standard and
14 kneelers. It seems a low attendance of stan-
dard. By the way No. 40 couple, Yokota and
Ishikawa overturned and retired though drived
the first. It was regrettable. In the kneeler class,
No. 4 couple, Yamazaki and Yamazaki got P.P. at
a preliminary contest, but in the race a home
team took the first and the third prize showing
local power; and Lakes Suwa, in Kanto team, got
the second and the fourth prize. Three girl pas-
sengers also participated this time but they
couldn't drive because of machine trouble, etc.

Exciting Sunday has a reputation for good
award. This time they were peach and muscat, a
noted product of Okayama. It was funny posters
of classic bike and fertilizer as reward of partici-
pation. How much fun the classic bike is! Next
race will be the end of August.

NAOKO PASSES MC
LICENSE EXAM

This girl, Naoko, was nineteen years old.
On June 26, 1984, she had the exam to take the
license. This was the eighth time for her so she
felt gloomy. She had practiced 20 hours for this
day. Among 50 boys she waited her turn. And the
exam. She could pass though she had trouble -
that motorcycle was of a different type from hers
(20 hours practice).
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USCA Rally 1986
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USCA Raffle ‘86

SIDECAR
RAFFLE

Anyone Can Win!

New Sidecar - OR - Trip to England

(Winner's Choice)

Help Your Association: The purpose of this raffle is to raise funds for the United Sidecar Asso-
ciation. Help Yourself: Nobody ever has enough sidecars, especially a brand-new one of your choice
from a participating manufacturer or distributor (to be announced)...or perhaps you'd prefer a free trip
to England to attend the Watsonian Rally (mid-August 1987). The winner will take his or pick of
prizes.

How To Win: It just takes one ticket to do the job, but your chances will be better if you buy a bunch,
naturally. Ticket will be drawn at Buellton; winner need not be present. ---------------------------------
------------------------------------------

RULES
1. This raffle is open to United Sidecar Association members, their families and friends.

2. The winner need not be present at the drawing, which will be held on June 28 1986 at the USCA
Rally in Buellton, California.

3. All mail-in entries must be received by June 2 1986. Tickets will be available at the Annual Rally,
and may be turned in there. Extra tickets also are available by mail. Please enclose a self-ad-
dressed, stamped envelope with your request for more tickets.

4. Your check stub is your receipt. Or, if you request a receipt, please enclose a self-addressed,
stamped envelope.

5. Income taxes (if any) and delivery charges will be the winner's responsibility. The sidecar will be
shipped within 30 days after the drawing, unless otherwise prearranged.

6. We would like to profile the lucky winner in The Sidecarist, if this is agreeable.

7. Any discrepancies will be handled by the Executive Committee of the United Sidecar Association,
and their decision will be final.

8. Send mail-in entries and all other raffle correspondence to: USCA - RAFFLE, P.O. Box 8119, Van
Nuys, California 91409-8119.
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S/C CLINIC - USCA RALLY
Joseph Rybacek and Doug Bingham, Instructors
I. INTRODUCTION TO SIDECARS
A. Definition of a sidecar outfit
B. Types, sizes, and styles of sidecars
C. Advantages and disadvantages over a solo

motorcycle
II. SIDECAR DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
A. Styling
B. Size and weight
C. Suspension

1. Wheel-to-frame
2. Body-to-frame

D. Attachment method
III. MOTORCYCLE DESIGN
CONSIDERATIONS
A. Engine displacement
B. Frame design

1. Front suspension
a. Leading-link
b. Telescopic forks

2. Rear suspension
3. Wheels

a. Cast wheels vs spoked wheels
b. Alloy rims vs steel rims
c. Tires - size and type

4. Bearings
a. Wheel bearings
b. Swing-arm bearings
c. Steering head bearings

5. Trail of front suspension
6. Gearing
7.  Mounting attachments to frame

IV. RIGGING
A. Attachment points

1. Number
2. Location

B. Lead of sidecar wheel
C. Toe-in of sidecar wheel
D. Motorcycle lean angle
V. LIGHTING AND CONSPICUITY
A. Clearance lights
B. Driving lights
C. Brake and signal lights
D. Reflectorization
E. Plugs and connectors

Joe Rybacek
Motorcyclist since 1966, over 15 years

involvement with sidecars and their setup.

Studied sidecar theory and rigging with Hal
A. Kendall, PhD, Executive Secretary and co-
founder of the United Sidecar Association, and
author of Sidecar.

Participated in and assisted Doug Bingham's
sidecar seminar at the 1985 national sidecar rally.
(Doug Bingham is president of the United
Sidecar Association and a sidecar manufacturer
and importer.)

Authored sidecar articles published by
Rider magazine, USCA Sidecarist and MGNOC
News.

Acted as resource person and conducted
sidecar clinics for United Sidecar Association,
Moto Guzzi National Owners Club, and Chicago
Region BMW Motorcycle Owners Club.

Taught sidecar rider courses at Northeastern
Illinois University, an Illinois Dept of Transpor-
tation approved program.

Has owned and mounted many sidecar rigs
and currently owns two combinations used for
commuting and touring.

Regularly attends local and national motor-
cycle and sidecar meetings and rallies.

Pictured on the next the page is Joe
Rybacek and his BMW/EML. If you're thinking
What a lucky man to own such a nifty outfit, read
on...

Doug Bingham
Everyone who knows Doug needs no

introduction to him.

USCA  S/C Clinic
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USCA  S/C Schedule
Saturday June 28
All day: Registration; sales of T-shirts and raffle

tickets. Hot dogs, cokes and coffee will be on
sale.

8:00 AM: Sidecar clinic rapup. Instructors Joe
Rybacek and Doug Bingham.

10:00 AM: Field Meet. All day. All events FUN
to watch! After events there will be a sidecar
motocross demonstration. You'll see things
never done before with sidecars!

6:00 PM: Awards Dinner (be sure to buy tickets
ASAP), followed by Awards ceremony and
drawing for raffle plus numerous prizes (again,
bring your lawn chair).

Sunday June 29
All day: Hot dogs, cokes and coffee. Church

services: time and place to be announced.
Sidecar orientation. No other events will take
place Sunday. Relax. IMPORTANT: If you're
camping, BRING SOME SHADE!!!

LIFE IMITATING ART?
The cute little cartoon woody, left, appeared
in our April 1985 issue on Page 24. The cute
little real woody, below, right, appears daily
on the streets of Absecon, NJ. Builder Tony

Spezio says it handles like a dream and
cruises at 60 mph beside a 400 Honda

Automatic.

Subject to change - check at Registration for
changes.

Thursday June 26
All day: Registration; sales of T-shirts and raffle

tickets; self-guided tours of Buellton, Solvang,
Sant. Barbara, etc. Hot dogs, cokes and coffee
will be on sale.

Eve: Informal meeting of rally partic: pants at
registration annex for introductions and
announcements (bring your lawn chair). Plus
video entertainment. Check board for the
shows.

Friday June 27
All day: Registration; sales of T-shirts and raffle

tickets. Hot dogs, cokes and coffee will be on
sale

9:00 AM: Grand Tour. Meet in staging area

9:30 AM: Tour leaves rally site (riding info will
be given out). About 85 miles, with lunch
stop, total time four hours.

3:00 PM: Sidecar Clinic by Joe Rybacek (see
agenda on Page 13).

5:00 PM: Chapter Directors' meeting chaired by
Jim Krautz.

Eve: Informal getogether. Video.
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Rally Info
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Member’s Rigs
JOSEPH RYBACEK'S
MOTO GUZZI
By HAKendall

Joe purchased a new 1983 850 Eldorado Moto
Guzzi because of its heavy frame, strong engine and
shaft drive. It is one of the very few machines that still
cater to sidecarists and is certified for this purpose in
West Germany. Sidecar gearing and reduced-trail front
ends are available from the factory and these were
obtained and fitted by Joe.

Joe's Watsonian Monaco is an excellent choice
for the Eldorado. At 250 pounds, compared to the
Guzzi's 600 pounds, the weight ratio is 0.42 so it
should be remarkably stable on right handers. The
Watsonian is also of high quality and its classic beauty
complements the Eldorado's brutish styling.

Joe attached the sidecar himself using the instruc-
tions supplied by Watsonian ands his own skills. No
special mounts were necessary as the Watsonian
mounts supplied fit perfectly. Watsonian enjoys a
tradition of mounts that do not slip, rotate, or crush the
frame.

The upper front mount fit easily into the hole in
the frame below the headstock, designed to accept the
crash guard when in solo trim. The lower front mount
replaces the front motor mount shim.

The lower rear
mount fits onto the
duplex bracket that
supports the rear muffler
and foot peg (This
provides excellent
triangulation but I wonder
how strong it is without
additional bracing. It
seems to work. You may
check this, Joe. Personally
I would have opted for
trying to stay within the
perimeter of the main
frame if that were at all
possible - HAK).

The upper rear

mount is on the vertical main frame running upward to
the upper rear suspension support and uses a 2-inch
clamp.

All in all, Joe has provided for excellent triangu-
lation and has utilized its frame capability to its fullest.

The right-side tool box and crash guards had to
go, but no other components needed to be removed.
The Moto Guzzi frame, unlike many newer Japanese
frames, is relatively exposed and uncluttered.

Joe also added a Guzzi Police steering damper to
prevent front end shimmy. Additional bracing was
added to the front forks as the Guzzi forks and fender
are quite stout and rigid.

Joe's only complaint is in the braking area. The
drum is not as effective as that fitted to the newer
Guzzis.

The rig can cruise at a comfortable 65 mph when
necessary. Fuel consumption is between 30 and 35
mpg (not too bad - my Laverda runs in the low thirties.
Some lighter combos may run in the low forties -
HAK).

Joe has put in a comfortable 400-mile ride in a
day which is about 8 hours in the saddle.

Joe has had good service from the Guzzi dealers
and would definitely recommend this mount for
sidecar work.
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Tollways & Stats
WE WON AGAIN
By H.A. Kendall

Too late to get into the March issue that
Memorial Bridge Authority finally resolved to
reduce tolls from a 3-axle rate to the 2-axle rate.
Some of you threw bricks at the Authority after
they did the proper thing. Appreciate your letters.
I am delighted you care.

Urgent message from the Executive Direc-
tor of the Delaware River and Bay Authority:

Dear Mr. Kendall:

At the February 18, 1986 meeting of the
Delaware River and Bay Authority, the Authority
approved a resolution which modifies the toll
structure for motorcycles with sidecars as two-
axle passenger vehicles at the 60-cent toll rate
and qualifies these vehicles to be eligible for the
reduced commuter toll rates.

I am happy to advise you of this action.

Very truly yours,

William J. Miller, Jr., Executive Director

A copy of this letter was sent to Mr.
Donelson, the Superintendent of Tolls who was
so hard to convince.

Our thanks to Mrs. Mary Cron who had
Senator Hardwick all primed should my appeal
and petition to the commissioners fail. A vote of
thanks also to the Executive Director and the
staff of commissioners. No further problems are
anticipated from the Delaware Memorial Bridge.

Perhaps some members in the New England
States may drop a short letter of appreciation to
Mr. W.J. Miller, Jr., P.O. Box 71, New Castle,
Delaware 19720. Everyone likes to know that
their efforts are appreciated.

KANSAS TURNPIKE
AUTHORITY-UPDATE

On January 1, 1986, the Kansas Turnpike
Authority placed motorcycles pulling trailers into
the Class 3 category and jumped the motorcycle
with sidecars into the 3-axle category, in addition
to bumping the rates.

We contacted the Authority in March with
the following results:

a) Motorcycles with sidecars were again classi-
fied as a Class 1 vehicle, so no 3-axle charge.

b) Motorcycles with trailers were re-classified as
a Class 2 which returns them to where they
previously were prior to January 1, 1986.

Our thanks to a caring Authority.

WHEN DR. BRAY BRAYS,
DR, HAK HAKS

Dr. Bray of the Davis Medical Center,
Sacramento, California, supposes that motor-
cycle trauma consumes a substantial portion of
public health care and that this could be reduced
by mandatory helmet wearing and compulsory
insurance (March Sidkcarist). His extensive
study covered only 51 injured motorcyclists out
of nearly 200,000 motorcyclists injured annually.
He supports his numbers by referring to the Hurt
Study, which claimed 98% of all accidents
resulted in injury to the motorcyclist.

The fundamental fallacy is that the Hurt
Study was fallible. It did not investigate typical
or average accidents, only the very serious
accidents. In the Los Angeles area, the police do
NOT respond to the average accident that re-
quires no ambulance. On several occasions I
called the police department to report accidents
that occurred regularly in front of my home. The
first question was - how many dead? Can the
victims move? If so, just fill in an accident form
when convenient.
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Statistics
The Hurt personnel emphatically deny this

charge yet their accident figures are manyfold
higher than the accident statistics for the county
they investigated, and they are also manyfold
higher than for the State of California.

Their study is good when viewed within the
limited scope of their data, but it cannot be
extrapolated to the world at large or even the
State of California. It just will not fit. The same
is true of Bray's analysis. He looked at only a few
accidents. The results have little meaning outside
of the 51 cases cited.

With regard to his claim that the public
picks up most of the bills, perhaps this is fair and
reasonable. Most motorcycle accidents are the
fault of the motorist. Almost the entire public are
motorists. The motorist should pay for the
damage inflicted. If he cannot or will not do so
his brethren should. According to Bray that is
exactly what he, the motorist or the public, is
doing. Could it possibly be that Bray wants the
motorcyclist to pay for the damage the motorist
does?

If Bray is demanding that the motorist be
forced to carry sufficient liability insurance and
for him to be responsible for the carnage he
inflicts, then he has my vote. But it appears he is
trying to put the responsibility onto the motorcy-
clist.

Almost 9 million head traumas occur in the
United States each and every year.

Most are the result of automobile accidents.
Next are injuries that occur in the safety of the
family home. Then industrial accidents. Only a
relatively few are motorcycle head traumas. Why
single out the few motorcyclists as the fall guys?
Let's put this into perspective. Motorcyclists are
also tax payers and they contribute in full to the
public treasury.

Bray's analysis was confined to open-
fracture cases. An open fracture is one where
fragments of the bone penetrate the skin. This
would indicate the study was confined to injuries
like broken arms or legs, or perhaps the occa-

sional rib. If bone fragments protrude from the
skull, the patient is most probably dead and
would be taken to the morgue, not the hospital.
How Bray's study can be used to support the
compulsory wearing of helmets is a mystery. At
best, the helmet, if properly selected and worn
properly, may only minimize or reduce a head
trauma. It offers no protection whatsoever to the
arms, chest, abdomen or legs. From what I can
tell, all or almost all the open fracture cases
studies fell in these categories. Not once was the
term "head trauma" mentioned.

Bray's study must therefore be considered
yet another red-herring piece of rhetoric.

What I do concede is that motorcycle
accidents will be reduced by more training, by
the motorist giving the motorcyclist his legiti-
mate right to use the highways, and by elevating
the standards of licensing for both motorists and
motorcyclists.  Also, by education and example,
more motorcyclists will wear helmets on a
voluntary basis and thereby possibly reduce the
severity of head injuries.

MINI SURVEY RESPONSE -
MOTO GUZZI

Our mini survey response for Moto Guzzis
was minimal with only two responses. The mini
survey is therefore opened up to all types of
machines, and not restricted to brand type.

Tell us why you selected your particular
machine and/or sidecar, what you expected from
it, what modifications you did to it, how those
modifications worked or did not work and
whether it behaved as you expected.

Send this information in with black and
white photos of your rig in general and of any
detail features of general or specific interest.

Tou do NOT need a special survey form.
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HISTORY OF THE
WHITNEYS

Following in the footsteps of their father
Ralph, three of the Whitney brothers began
racing sidecars in the early 70s. Pete and Tom
raced as a team for several years, gradually
gaining the skills needed to be winning riders. At
the same time, Scott was gaining a wide range of
experience passengering for several different
riders. In 1980 Tom and Pete split, with Pete
teaming up with a friend and Tom teaming up
with Scott.

Tom and Scott had a common goal. They
wanted to build their own sidecar using a Harley-
Davidson engine. After a year of work, they
started racing their new bike. The first few races
turned out to be more learning than racing as
they had to get used to the new bike and each
other's riding styles.

By mid-1982 they had won the, first race.
Later, in a closely battled race against brother
Pete, and in front of a crowd of tens of thousands
at the USGP at Carlsbad, they pulled off one of
their biggest wins. The race was later shown on
ABC's Wide World of Sports. They went on to
win the 1982 Four-Stroke Championship and the
1983 Golden State Series. Wanting to prove their
domination before Tom ended his 12-year racing
career, they put in an exceptional effort, winning
their last five races. The final one was at the
1983 Super-Bikers at Carlsbad with the Harley-
Davidson dirt track racing team cheering them
on.

With Tom retired, it was only natural for
Pete and Scott to team up for the 1984 season.
They managed to win two of their first three
races. They went on to win the 1984 Trans-Cal
Series and Four-Stroke National. Their 1985
season is going just as well having just won the
Golden State Nationals.

Racing Family
Pete Whitney/Scott Whitney

Brothers Pete and Scott Whitney, each with
over ten years of sidecar racing experience, have
been racing together as a team for one year. They
won their first race after teaming together and
have continued to be successful ever since. At 26
years old, Pete is having his most successful year
in racing. Pete is known for getting the most out
of his machine and doing well when the odds are
against him. He recently raced with a broken foot
in or-der to gain enough points to win the 1984
Trans-Cal Series. Not satisfied with a seventh
place finish which would have given him the
points he needed, he went on to win the last
moto, leaving second place far back in the dust
as well as the points. The respect that his fellow
racers have for him was demonstrated when they
voted him president of the SoCal Sidehack
Association (the leading sidecar racing club in
the country).

Scott, 24 years old, is the winningest sidecar
passenger in America, with wins at nearly every
major sidecar race or series in the country. He
has raced in the world championship in Europe
and hopes to return soon. Scott is known for
setting a goal and putting a 100% effort into
reaching that goal. He recently received a degree
in engineering from California State University,
and has been applying his engineering know-
ledge to racing mechanics for several years.

Teamwork is very important in sidecar
racing. It is often described as a high-speed
ballet. As close brothers, the Whitneys work well
as a team. Combining their individual specialties
- Pete's driving, Scott's passengering - and each
of their abilities as mechanics, the Whitneys have
proven a nearly unbeatable team.
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Race Record
Pete Whitney / Scott Whitney
Date Event - Location       Place
1984
1/15 Golden State - Hollister 1st

1/22 Golden State - Huron 3rd

2/5 Golden State - Brentwood 1st

2/19 Golden State - Adelanto 2nd

5/20 Dinosaur TT - Peris Valley 3rd

6/3 4-Stroke Natl- Saddleback 3rd

9/23 Trans-Cal - Huron 1st

9/30 Trans-Cal - Adelanto 4th

10/7 Trans-Cal - Hollister 1st

10/14 Trans-Cal - San Bernardino 2nd

10/21 Trans-Cal - Brentwood 3rd

10/28 Trans-Cal - Indian Dunes 2nd

12/9 4-Stroke Natl- Carlsbad 1st
1985
1/6 Golden State - Madera 3rd

1/13 Golden State - Sand Hill 1st

1/20 Golden State - Adelanto 2nd

2/3 Golden State - Huron 2nd

2/17 Golden State - Hollister            13th

2/24 Golden State - Madera Lakes 2nd

3/3 Viewfinders - Riverside 3rd

Racing Family
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NIR Polar Bear & Xmas Party
NIR 1985 Polar
Bear Ride was

pretty cool - and
everybody had a
hot time at their
Christmas party!

1. Genial host Ed Johnson gives last-minute
ride instructions.

2. This beautiful all-red BMW K100/EML
outfit braved the elements.

3. Anne Burwell, editor of United
Motorcyclists of Ill inois newsletter, waves

from the chair (Ed Johnson, driver).

4. Proof positive that Harley riders DO ride
on snow and ice!
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NIR Polar Bear & Xmas Party

5. Bill Wyatt, owner of Terraplane Sidecars, is
all bundled up, just in case any icy breeze gets

around his fairing.

 6. Instructor Tim Colburn, secretary Chicago
Region BMW Owners Association.

7. Bob Janick (left), unofficial head of
Retreads Northern Illinois, and Terry

Strassenburg load up their plates at the
Christmas party.

 9. "If you print this picture, Ed is sure to
assassinate me. I think it's funny anyway."

Guess you're in big trouble, Rubens. We were
going to blow it up to humongous size for our

April Fool cover, but chickened out.

 8. The Strassenburg family (Terry, Kyle and
Becky) await dinner at the Christmas party.
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CORDA - THE ULTIMATE
SIDECAR
By HAKendall

Wolfgang Rabe of Falkenberg, Sweden, has
developed what appears to be the ultimate
sidecar. Not only is the sidewheel driven but it is
also steerable! Many components have been
adapted from the auto industry.

An added feature is that the sidecar body
and the fairing can be tilted forward to gain ready
access to engine compartment.

The story of the Corda in Wolfgang's words:

"People who ride sidecars know what a de-
light they are. Unfortunately, they also know the
historic inadequacy of their road-holding ability
and the difficulty of obtaining spare parts. While
automotive technology has made great progress
in recent years, this is not true in the area of side-
cars.

About 15 years ago, I began to experiment
with ideas for a perfect sidecar, one with excel-
lent maneuverability and with standard automo-
tive parts.

After several years of experi-
menting and quite a few bent frames,
I arrived at a model that had power to
two wheels, a 1500 ccm Alfa Romeo
engine, a handmade aluminum chas-
sis, and reverse gear.

The first 40,000 km of testing
with this model was done during the
summer and winter of 1984.

The test driver's impressions
were that one could maneuver in left
or right turns as easily as with a solo
motorcycle and this was true whether
the sidecar was loaded or unloaded.
This seemed a great improvement but
I thought that one could go even
further to improve road grip and
handling ability.

Corda - Sidecar Luxury
So I sat down again and modified the design

to include a 3-wheel drive with torque distribu-
tion suited to different weight conditions.

To be able to build one set of models with-
out the necessity of adapting to different coun-
tries' exhaust emission regulations, I decided to
use the Volkswagen 1.6 l Turbo-Diesel engine,
which is not only strong but also has excellent
fuel consumption. It also means that spare parts
and service are very easily taken care of, espe-
cially since we also use the VW automatic
transmission.

Finally, we have produced something that
many motorcyclists have been dreaming of: a
sidecar with the automobile's comfort, safety and
handling characteristics in a design which retains
the motorcycle's beauty and lesser weight.

Compared to common sidecars, this one
travels a higher number of miles at lower cost
because of lessened wear and the use of automo-
bile parts.

For further information contact Wolfgang at
Corda Scandinavia AB, PL 190, Skrea, 31100
Falkenberg, Sweden.

Designer-builder Rabe (right) takes a one-of-a-kind spin
through the Swedish boondocks.
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If you think your car's engine compartment is crowded, take a
look at the Corda's.

Corda - Sidecar Luxury

Steerable driven
sidecar wheel (left)
runs an automotive
tire - as do the other

two wheels - for
economy, availability

and service life.

Turbocharged 1.6-liter VW diesel,
below, engine produces much power,
consumes little fuel. Belt drive to the
"motorcycle" wheel is smooth, quiet,

efficient and long lasting.
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DOMANI: EXCEEDING
THE ORDINARY

You saw the Krauser BMW-powered
Domani's skeleton on our March 1986 cover.
Here is its one-piece plastic body - someone has
finally found a use for plastic that makes sense
(besides plastic money).

Think of any shape, curve, angle, convexity,
concavity, or whatever weird form you may
desire in a radical sidecar design. A depression
for the driver's leg? A dimple for his nose?
Abracadabra and presto! Plastic lets you have it.
Fast. And cheap (to make, not to buy).

In an era of expanding computerized medi-
ocrity, creations such as the Domani (and this
issue's cover star) are wonderful reminders that
imagination not only precede; reality but often
exceeds it. However, in case you'd rather not
trade your horse or mortgage the farm for an
esoteric vehicle that can't straddle furrows, Vern
Goodwin can supply you with a more down-to-
earth tow sidecar at a rather more earthly price...

Domani - the extraordinary
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Dealer news
DEALER NEWS
VERN'S CYCLE SHOP

Vern's Cycle Shop has changed. Both the
sidecar name and the location. The "Goody" is
now the "Good One" since Vern found that there
is a hair comb by the same name and he did not
want potential customers to part their hair with
his rig. His new building, almost 3000 square
feet on two floors, will provide lots of room for
tools and hoist.

Progress has been held up by wind, rain, the
city and slow workers. This year will see Vern
getting his shop together and planning for 1987.
He always has time to build you a rig or to offer
assistance.

The "Good One" features a 3-point mount-
ing system with adjustable lean. An electric
adjuster is available. The 21-inch seat will
accommodate one large adult or two small kids.
The tire is a 155-13, with swing arm and a shock
absorber to control the ride. A tonneau is avail-
able. Storage area is almost 3 cubic feet. The
overall weight of 170 pounds makes it usable for
any medium/large displacement machine. A
pretty good buy for less than $1800.

Contact Vern at (402) 781-2142 or drop him
a line at 545 F Street, Eagle, NE 68347.

M/C DICTIONARY/
TERMINOLOGY

Career Publishing, Inc., publishers of many
successful one-of-a-kind textbooks and reference
books, brings to your attention the original
comprehensive "Motorcycle Dictionary/Termi-
nology," by William H. Kosbab is 300-page
reference book covers the field of motorcycle
terminology and is ideal for owners, students,
mechanics, technical writers and/or motorcycle
engineers, with over 200 illustrations.

There are over 7 million registered motor-
cycles in the United States today, and the tech-
nology has grown enormously. The dictionary
includes some of the terms from related fields
such as electronics, physics, metallurgy and
engineering. The book is available in soft cover
for $14.95 from Career Publishing, Inc., P.O.
Box 5486, Orange, CA 92613-5486.
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Classifieds
WANTED - FOR SALE - EXCHANGE - These ads run for two consecutive issues for a small
fee. A handy form is included for your convenience. FIRST TIME ADS

79 Goldwing w/81 Velorex model 562 sidecar
and Time Out camping trailer. Car has turn
signals, vent, cover and seat belt. Out-fit runs
and handles very well. Photo pg. 6 Nov./ Dec.
85 Sidecarist. May sell trailer separately, may
deliver.. $3000. Jeff McCann. Work (214)
445-0004 or home (214) 264-9543 Texas.

82 Yamaha 1100 Maxim with Vetter Terraplane,
all black with matching Windstar fairing. 4500
total miles. List in 1982 $7700, will sell for
$4200. Will sell sidecar separately for $1995.
Perfect! Dick, (503) 772-946' So. Oregon.

WANTED: Parts for Steib TR500 sidecar. Any
and all. Send list and prices. William Jeffers,
5698 Single-tree Dr., Frederick MD 21701.

BMW R69S engine. Some damage. 25/8 and 27/
8 rear ends. 1974 Jawa sidecar, needs work.
250C Oakland Rd., Dover PA 17315. (717)
764-0512. John.

1982 Aspencade. Mayer seat, elect. cruise con-
trol, floorboards, radar detector, excelent. Very
low mi., almost new batt., tire, cover. $3800.
Will leliver 500 mi. Pierce Felch, )rum Hill
Rd. Martinsville, NJ (201) 469-8238.

70 BMW R60/5 w/Watsonian sidecar. Excellent
cond. 41K mile: 3ike has Vetter fairing and
bag: $2550 OBO Geo. Aumiller, Pomona
2A.Call days (714) 549-2228 or Yves (714)
591-3306.

1969 R60/1 BMW Earles Fork w/19 3MW
"Special" sidecar. Professional restoration.
Like new, 311 original except new paint.
Sidecar gearing, big tank, continental kit, solo
seat, much pore $5400/BO  T. Tesch (913)
651-5858.
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Classifieds
WANTED - FOR SALE - EXCHANGE - These ads run for two consecutive issues for a small
fee. A handy form is included for your convenience. SECOND TIME ADS

1969 R60/2 BMW with 1959 BMW "special"
sidecar. Earles forks, professional restoration,
sidecar gearing, continental kit, solo seat, large
tank, more. $5800 or BO. T. Tesch, 1118 Limit
St., Leavenworth KS 66048, (913) 651-5858.

Watsonian Monaco with lowered windshield,
convertible top, mounts for GL1100. $1800
cdn. Don Kernohan, P.O. Box 357, Richmond,
Ont., Canada KOA2ZO (613) 838-2359.

83 Aspencade with Terraplane. One-of-a-kind
show bike, 13K miles, Markland accessories.
Has blower, spare gas tank, TV in car, hitch,
cruise, stereo inter-com. Cost $20K. Ask
$11,000. George Aumiller, (714) 549-2228

L976 Goldwing LTD/Cal custom sidecar. 14000
miles. Jery clean, very fast. Two Eairings plus
extras. $3250.00 sill McMonnies. (206) 851-
5116 - days. 549-2560 eves. sig Harbor WA.

SELL OR TRADE: MGF Road Racing sidecar.
Powered by 750cc TZ Yam. 10" wheels, 24"
overall height, gas tank in floor, new fairing,
spares, low mi. (Logged fast). Also 1975 TZ
Yamaha solo complete. Make offers. Tony
Masella 310-994-2587

1985 Goldwing with Equalean sidecar. 7000
miles on Wing and 1000 on side-car. $8000
invested. Will sell for $5995. Good terms to
Calif. resident. This is a beautiful set up. A real
dream to run at any speed. Color black. Rea-
son for sale illness. Would separate. W.S.
Lawson, P.O. Box 1023, Modesto, CA. (209)
526-4487

1917 Harley Davidson 1000cc. Will sell for
$6000 or trade in on Harley sidecar outfit.
Also want Jawa motorcycle. Richard Elderkin,
286 White Ave., Middlebury, Ct. 06762. (203)
758-9372.

1967 BMW R69S with Steib TR 500 factory
sidecar. 750/6 engine and trans. Many extras!
$6000 or best. Milt (312) 679-1008

78 Goldwing set up for SC. All the amenities
36K miles. $1850. 81 Calif. Companion
sidecar $550. Bill Hopkins, 1744 Jonathon,
Vista, CA 619/726-6034.

81 Interstate w/Vetter side-car and cargo trailer
colo matched in gold and brown.t-JStereo,
Markland rider and pass. boards and hitch.
Many extras. Only 27K mi. Asking $5950.
Deming. Liberty, Miss. (601) 657-8975.

FOR SALE OR TRADE: 1983 California
Friendship with vinyl top and universal
hookup for Velorex. Asking $1200. Mary
Cromwell, 1406 Lin Ave. E, Alexandria, MN
56308. (612)763-3076 days.

Honda GL1000 with custom sidecar. 15-inch
radial tires, link fork, 4:1 gears, Vetter w/
cyclesound, AM/FM tape, bags, boot etc., First
$2000 gets bargain of year. D. Schwanke, R1,
, Lecompton, KS 66050. (913) 887-6290.

84 California sidecar, set for 83 Goldwing with
new connectors for 84-86 Show quality,
chrome bumper, radio, custom top, luggage
rack, $1995. Curtis Nixon, 2007 Sandberg Dr.,
Austin TX 78752. (512) 458-2912.

WANTED: 1978 Ural Sidecar fender w/or
without lights. Also wanted mufflers for BMW
R50/2. Jeff Ecker, Pinion Jay Ln., Rapid City,
SD 57702.

1981 BMW R100RT/EML. Double wide. All
accessories. 10K mi. Mint. Custom paint.
$9000 or best offer. Bob Romiti, 345 E.
Watersville Rd., Mt. Airy MD 21771. (301)
442-2806.
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Coming Events

CLASSIFIED ADS  ...  CLASSIFIED ADS  ...
Please use this form for your ad. Fill in each box with item, features, price, your
name and where to reach you (address or phone or both, as you prefer). FOR SALE will be
assumed; otherwise, indicate WANTED or TRADE. The fee is $4.00 private party, or $8.00
commercial, for a maximum eight lines of 27 characters per line (a character is a letter, digit,
punctuation mark or blank space) including name and address and/or phone.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
If needed, you may continue for an additional 50 per line, limit 27 characters per line.
Make check or money order payable to the United Sidecar Association. Send ad and payment
to: USCA - CLASSIFIEDS, P.O. Box 8119, Van Nuys, CA 91409-8119.

JUN 18-21, AMA National Road Riding Convention, Cedar City Park, Utah. Call "Grumpy" or
Maxine Drake, (702) 458-5330.

JUN 26-29, USCA Sidecar Rally. See Page 15. JUL 3-6, Bigfoot Sidecar Rally.

JUL 4-6, Canadian Sidecar Owners Club 6th National Rally, Chicopee Ski Lodge, Kitchener,
Ontario, Canada. Kerry Watson, 69 Bismark Dr., Cambridge, Ontario, Canada N1S 4E7. Phone
(519) 623-8516.

JUL 17-20, 6th New England Sidecar Rally, Norridgewock, Maine. The works, including Carl's chili.
Contact Carl Johnson, RFD 1/l Box 490, New Sharon, ME 04955.

JUL 17-20, 12th Annual Mid-America Sidecar Rally, Princeton, Minnesota fairgrounds (45 miles
north of Minneapolis). Third Wheel Inc., PO Box 1111, Minneapolis, MN 55440-111. Phone (612)
727-2611.

JUL 19-20, 24 HR/500 Mile Midwest Road Ral-e. ly, Hutchinson, Kansas. For info - motels, free
camping - call Jack Robinson (316) 663-7166 workdays or (316) 663-2405 home.

AUG 15-17, Adirondack Sidecar Rally, Crows Nest Restaurant, Rt 9, North Hudson, NY. Info: Al
Lewis, 136 John St., Hudson Falls NY 12839; phone (518) 747-7249. NEBMWC.

AUG 15-17, Sierra Sidecar Spectacular V, Mariposa, Calif. See Page 13.

Now to OCT 31, Vancouver Island Grand Tour, Vancouver B.C. Canada. Visit checkpoints, submit
photos or postcards. Contact G.W. R.R.A. Chapter "E", PO Box 1892, Lady-smith, B.C. VOR 2E0
Canada. (604) 245-4908.

Now to NOV 14, Gypsy Wheels MC of Illinois, and Kampgrounds of America Great American
Camp Out, anywhere USA camping at KOA Kampgrounds. Trophies to top 18 finishers. Shirley
Doner, (312) 479-5301.

Now to NOV 30, Post Office Tour, anywhere USA. Ride to any five post offices in any five states,
take pictures at each and send in for metal Completion Pin. Turtle Touring Club, PO Box 80722,
Las Vegas, Nevada 89180. You've got five months!
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SIDECARIST MAGAZINE BACK ISSUES -
BACK ISSUES ORDER FORM

Circle issues wanted. Numbers not listed are no longer available.
______ number of issues at $1.00 per issue (includes postage)

$ _____ total amount enclosed.

V4N1 V5N3 V6N4 V7N5
V4N2 V5N4 V6N5 V7N6
V4N4 V5N5 V6N6 V7N7
V4N5 V5N6 V7N1 V7N8
V4N6 V6N1 V7N2 V7N9
V5N1 V6N2 V7N3 V7N10
V5N2 V6N3 V7N4 V7N11

V4N1: Griffith Park Rally
V4N2: Fitting sidecar to bike, Vincent Rapide/Spirit of America Eagle.
V4N4: Views of early Watsonian chassis.
V4N5: Neval Dnieper MT-10
V4N6: Tiger on Three Wheels
V5N1: Griffith Park Rally, suspension tuning.
V5N2: Sidecar trials, BKS sidecars
V5N3: Pocket sidecar, old Henderson & FIxi
V5N4: Remote control racing sidecar, lefthand rigs on right hand roads.
V5N6: VW BMW conversion, 1934 adventure
V5N6: Mounting the Thompson sidecar
V6N1: Rallies: Oklahoma, Midwest, Griffith Park, sidecar-cross
V6N2: 1951 Ardie/Steib, air suspension for Velorex, sidecar racing
V6N3: Sidecar alignment, flexibles
V6N4: Double adult Aved, Formula II sleeper
V6N5: Touring in Canada, Mercer Rally
V6N6: Rebuilt cane body, Sierra Rally
V7N1: Sidecar dirt track, survey results
V7N2: Outfits in war, USA Northwest news
V7N3: More outfits in war, Hitchhiker
V7N4: Club news
V7N5: Bikers and the police, Auburn sidecar
V7N6: Wobble, cause and cure
V7N7: Ruidoso, big bad BSA outfits
V7N8: Tahoe Rally, sand-going sidecar
V7N9: National Chapter Director, rallies
V7N10: Sidewinder
V7N11: Sidecar lighting systems, sidecar equipment regulation overseas,

Goody Sidecar, Turner Sidecar

checks payable to: UNITED SIDECAR ASSOCIATION
Mail to:Joyce Armour, Book Officer 633 Ogden Road, New Lenox, IL 60451
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SIDECARIST MAGAZINE - BACK ISSUES - 1984 AND 1985 number

of issues at $3.00 per issue (includes postage) $ total amount

enclosed. Please circle issues wanted.

V8N1 V8N6 V9N3
V8N2 V8N7 V9N4
V8N3 V8N9 V9N5
V8N4 V9N1 V9N6
V8N5 __________________ V9N2 _________________ V9N7

V8N1: Dressing for Ice—Cycles, Trailering, More on Sidecar Insurance, Motorcycle
Stamps Old and New, Thompson Selected Accessories.

V8N2: Steering Damper Adaptation to Kawasaki, More on Steering Dampers, Touring
with a Venture Royale Outfit, Sidecar History.

V8N3: Insurance, List of Motorcycle Trailers and Manufacturers.
V8N4: 9672 Miles in a Box, Harley-Davidson Really does Want to Sell Sidecars,

Technical Tips: Tires; European Sidecaring.
V8N5: Trucker’s Guide to 1-80, With Wrench in Hand: Restoring a Steib.
V8N6: Alignment Dimensions: Toe-in; Sidecar Roadracing, Adding a Step to an H-D

Sidecar.
V8N7: Fire Aero, Racing, USCA Emergency and Friendship Directory.
V8N9: EPA’s Proposal to Eliminate Lead in Gas, Ride Test: EML GT.
V9N1: Lead in Gas, Part II: Unleaded Gas Cost, News from California Sidecar.
V9N2: Mad Dogs, Englishmen and Sidecars; When is a Rigid not a Rigid?, Reflections on

1984 Sidecar International Racing Season, Squire QM 1, Vintage Motorcycle
Films and Tapes.

V9N3: 1444 Days Around the World, Side Striders, 1985 Watsonian Models.
V9N4: Jumbo Run & G.B. Organization, Three-Wheeler Towing Tips.
V9N5: Tips for Ticket Targets, With Wrench in Hand: Steib Rebirth, England to

Belgium and Back, 3-Up in a BSA/Watsonian
V8N6: Brace Forks for Handling and Safety, Here’s How I Built My Own Sidecar from

Sycamore and Elmer’s, Helpful Sidecar Touring Tips.
V9N7: EPA Discovers New Menace: Misfueling; Open Letter to Mr. Nader on Helmets,

Phase Out of Leaded Gas.

Make checks payable to:UNITED SIDECAR ASSOCIATION

Mail to: Joyce Armour, Book Officer 633 Ogden Road
New Lenox, IL 60451
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